
The GEV (Parents Council) Board report on results of important topics from 
the last Parents’ Council meeting on the 7th June 2016  

 
Mr Effenberger reported that there is the possibility of changing the structure of teacher aide 
hiring from the current civil service positions to contract employees. The school administration 
is considering this change due to the high number of sick and chronically absent aides. With a daily 
absence rate of 5 aides from a staff of 19, and restricted ability to replace staff on a short-term basis 
due to Berlin Senate rules, the school administration proposes a structural change could be a measure 
to better provide consistency and adequate supervision for the children. 
On the other hand, lots of people are supporting the current structure while noting that most of the 
attending aides are good and experienced and that the school has invested in the training of the present 
aides. Some teachers also have good working relationships with the existing teacher aides in their 
teams, so they feel that this change would be to the detriment of the children in their classes. 
Certain classes have been without regular aides since 2015 and thus lack having a constant teacher 
aide. The absence of the aides has a negative impact on both the classes and the present staff members 
since it is a stressful situation.  
 
Mr Effenberger reported furthermore: 

• The school got a “Verfügungsfond”, with which the school could finance projects. With this 
fund a technician was hired on a six hour per week basis; 

• Notice has been given by three teachers; 
• The interviewing process to replace the three leaving teachers; 
• A parent donation of 40 cabinets, for which the school will pay delivery and installation; 
• A recent computer virus, the process wherein that was handled and the ensuing risk of data 

loss; 
• Security backups of sensitive information. 

 
The GEV sponsors 20 football gears for the kids (€275), goalkeeper gloves (€40), Schneidematten 
(€200) and will approve an allocation of €120 for the new (second) Wilkommensklasse.  
 
The recent Förderkreis initiative letter from the school administration resulted in: 281 responses to 
the survey; 17 new memberships; and a promise of €180 donations per month, the equivalent of 6 full 
fee paying members. The Europe school membership rate is currently 77.8%, and the German branch 
membership (and donation) rate is currently 14.7%, which is still too little. 
 
In the Schulkonferenz guidelines for sponsoring the school were decided. Rainer Beddig is now the 
new external member of the Schulkonferenz. 
 
The school got subsidies for the embellishment of the rubbish area, which is going to cost 
approximately €2000. The work will start in the beginning of July. 
 
The catering contract with Greens, the current caterer, may be renewed or changed in 2017. Greens 
is cooking the food on the Olympiagelände, which is very near, and thus the food he brings to school 
is freshly prepared. There will be another bain marie in a separate room for the 5-6th classes, so that 
they could serve themselves. 
 
The flea market date is set for 17th of September, whereby the next school year would have started. 
 
The income of this year’s Charlie’s Run will be used for the purchase of Smartboards (the results of 
the voting of all the parents’ evening classes were thus: 11 classes in favour, 5 against and 3 
abstention). 



 
The CDGS-Summerfest will be on the 1st of July. There is still need of lots of helping hands, so 
please fill in your name on the list which is available online. Half of the sausages for the Summerfest 
will be donated by Greens. 
 
There was the first evaluation of the SESB by the Senate Commission on the background, language 
and the academic competence of the children in reading, mathematics and science. These studies are 
presently still taking place. It has been determined that the children are having a high speech level in 
the Partner tongue.  
 
Please don’t forget the 'Schulengel' system, accessible via the school website. Thus far, the school 
has received €313 in donations through the Schulengel. Every time you want to buy something online 
just go via our homepage and click on ‘Schulengel’. 
 
The GEV is distributing exit forms for students leaving the school and SESB system. If you get one, 
please write honest and constructive criticism about the school. The school administration will just 
get an anonymous evaluation. 
 
The construction trailer, where the playground toys are being held, has to be repaired. If you could 
help, please contact Mr Jankowski or Mrs Bonello.  
 
Please obey the traffic rules in the Dickensweg and neither park nor hold your car in front of the 
school gates, so that all the children could cross safely.  
 
 
On behalf of the Parent Council Board  

Christine Bonello 16th June 2016  

 


